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TEACHING INTERMEDIATE
STUDENTS TO INTERPRET
FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE
Paula R. Boothby
Joyce Hornby
Ms. Boothby and Ms. Hornby teach at
the Malcolm Price Laboratory School of
the University of Northern Iowa
The phrase "rustling of the
leaves ... " holds little mystery for
an adult reader; but a third-grade
Southern California reader, intimately acquainted with the television world of cowboys and Indians,
exclaimed in sheer bewilderment,
"Why would anyone want to steal
leaves?" That was a reasonable question asked by a capable decoder
who was unable to make sense of an
unfamiliar word connotation.
The inability of readers to comprehend figurative language clearly
is a problem encountered by
teachers of all age groups, even of
college students. The inability can
affect the gifted as well as persons
who are not fluent in standard
English. Even the fluent speaker of
standard English may be at 'a loss
when encountering a local dialect or
regional idiom.
Students are bewildered by
figurative language because it does
not mean what it says. Rather, it
creates ". . . visual and emotional

images ... and increases(s) understanding by comparing one idea or
thing with another." (Roe, et al.,
1978) The user or figurative
language does not mean "wild
horses couldn't drag me away" or
"tickled pink" or "I'd give you the
shirt off my back." To comprehend
what each of these expressions
means requires an awareness that
the literal meaning is impossible or
most improbable. Some expressions
are more obvious than others. A
small child soon realizes that it is not
really "raining cats and dogs," but
the same child might spend a long
time hunting the "elbow grease"
when told to "apply a little elbow
grease" to a project.
Another problem in comprehending figurative language is that it is
ever changing. Common expressions enjoy a time of popularity and
then fall into disuse or are ignored
by the next trend-setters. However,
many expressions become a part of
our li_terary heritage and must be

taught to each new generation of
readers.
Hitty, the little doll in Rachel
Field's book of the same name, sums
up this problem as she reminisces
about a comment overheard years
before when a mother complained of
a little girl who was "spoiled as a
popinjay," and a puzzled Hitty
thought,
I have never been able to discover
what sort of bird a popinjay might be.
One does not hear them mentioned
nowadays, so I suppose the race must
have died out years ago.

The i~terpretation of figurative
language can be introduced to
students in a variety of ways. If a
teacher is not certain the class
understands similes, a little book,
Similes, by Joan Hanson, provides a
good starting point. This source can
be easily augmented by the Sunday
comics, which contain a wealth of
material, or by a trade book such as
The Phantom Tollbooth.

Several literal interpretations of
figurative language are humorously
illustrated in Fred Gwynne's The
King Who Rained and The Chocolate Moose. Still others can be found
in TV and movies. A favorite program of intermediate age students,
Mork and Mindy, regularly depicts
Mork misunderstanding figurative
language. The recent Muppet Movie
uses the literal interpretation of
figures of speech to humorous advantage, too.
After enjoying these examples,
students can collect and illustrate
other literal interpretations. Such an
activity demonstrates the necessity
of inferential rather than literal interpretation to arrive at a logical
conclusion. Another successful
teaching technique is having
students make booklets of illustrated
figura'tive expressions to share with
younger children. This can be a
small group activity in which one
group produces a booklet on simile,
another on metaphor, hyperbole
and/or personification and
synedoche. More able students can
gather examples of allegories,
parables, or fables to illustrate and
retell in contemporary language.
As students become more aware
of figurative language in print, they
will also become aware of its use in
everyday communication. Students
need to be taught the connotative
power of words and various uses of
figurative language. As Roe, Stoodt
and Burns ( 1978) mention in their
book Reading in the Secondary
School, there are at least three purposes of language used figuratively:
" ... to sway the reader's opinion, as
in propaganda, to express difficult
ideas in concrete terms, and to
develop more interesting styles so
readers will be motivated to read
content." As the students become
aware of the frequency of which
figurative language is used, they
might even record the expressions
and types used.
After recording figurative expressions at school, students should be
encouraged to become communication detectives-on the lookout for
examples from their own books, dai1y newspapers, magazines, radio
and television. More mature
students can study newspaper
editorials and letters-to-the-editor to
discover how language is used to
sway opinion. An example of a
letter-to-the-editor useful for this
purpose appeared in a San Antonio
paper several years ago: "Sir: Have

the bleeding heart liberals completely taken over this country or
are the rest of us just stewing quietly
amoung ourselves. . . ?" Political
slogans and speeches and the whole
world of advertising can become a
lear'nng laboratory to make students
aware that commercial and political
interests attempt to change consumer behavior through the clever
use of language such as the following:
A Sheaffer pen ad:
"Be bright in class this
year. . . Regardless of how you do in
your other subjects, you're sure to
shine in one thing. Penmanship."
A runner's shoe ad:
"Come try the new waffle Nike has
just cooked up for runners."
A car ad:

"When the U.S. Ski team says
they drive a Subaru, they're not
snowing you."
The Empire Pencil Company:
"Peanuts pencils are so much
fun ... and they're great writers,
too!. .. Peanuts pencils will add extra life to any classroom, playroom
or office!"
A portable radio ad:
"Panasonic lets you see the world
through your ears."
Bulletin boards displaying collages, parodies, slogans, or ads can
also become interesting learning
centers, highlighting figurative
language.
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SUMMARY
Understanding
figurative
language requires a certain emotional receptivity in the listener or
reader-a commonness of experience which creates a certain
"in-group" feeling. Students can be
led to appreciate the richness,
sharpness and clarity that figurative
language contributes to both spoken
and written communication.
Figurative language is the imagemaker, evoking past experiences in
a kaleidoscope of sights, sounds,
smells, and feelings. It is much of
what "hooks" us on books. Paradoxically, figurative language is
stronger than literal language.
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